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Abstract - The car industry is conceivably the main part
for a country's turn of events. India standing up to its
own challenges as a result of its gigantic and diverse
vehicle region. These challenges may overwhelm by
using energy-compelling movements with the customer
focused strategy. The driver persistently driving the
vehicle with complex progressions and should feel truly
pleasing. Car moving higher than the cruising speeds
trustworthiness of the vehicle is the key factor. In a fourwheel steering system, the rear wheels going converse to
the front oriented wheels while the vehicle moves at high
speeds wobbliness chances are more. To avoid this
instability rear wheels, follow a comparable track of the
front-arranged wheels while tuning the all-wheel
coordinating system. This paper focusing light on the
difficulty stood up to when an all-wheel coordinating
system taking a turn in a particularly bound space. By
changing from two-wheel coordinating to four-wheel
controlling owing to this the driver on the way to making
turns in little reach. It in like manner laidback for
equivalent halting and moving the vehicle very with no
trouble on highways. To succeed this, a steering set up
with the two slant cogwheels and center individual shaft,
which move 100% turning force additionally retreat in
dread wheels in out of period.
Index Terms - Steering, Gear, Velocity.

I.INTRODUCTION
Four-wheel steering is a technique made in car
industry for the astounding turning of the vehicle and
to gather the maneuverability. In a regular front wheel
controlling design the back tires don't move toward the
bend and in this way watch out for the sufficiency of
the organizing. In four wheels steering the back tires
turn with the front wheels in this way developing the
suitability of the vehicle. The heading of organizing
the back tires relative with the front wheels relies on
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the working conditions. At low-speed wheel
progression is expressed, so that back tires are
controlled the substitute way to that of front wheels.
At fast, when controlling changes are straightforward,
the front fights back tires turn a relative way. By
changing the steering of the back tires there is decrease
in turning length of the vehicle, which is helpful in
leaving, low speed cornering and quick way change.
In city driving conditions the vehicle with higher
wheelbase and track width oversee issues of turning as
the space is restricted, an equivalent issue is looked in
low speed cornering. Typically, clients pick the
vehicle with higher wheelbase and track width for
their solace and deal with these issues, so to beat this
issue a considered four-wheel planning can be gotten
in the vehicle. Four wheels organizing decreases the
turning length of the vehicle, which is productive in
bound space, in this task four-wheel steering is gotten
for the current vehicle and turning range is reduced
without changing the segment of the vehicle.
In four-wheel steering structure, back tire additionally
turns rather than basically follow the front wheel. As
in four-wheel planning structure both front community
and back focus moves according to the fundamental of
the top of the vehicle. As in right now we have seen
that the spots are pretty much nothing and there is less
space on street where we need to drive the vehicle
thusly on the off chance that we out and out consider
it we need to get something which utilizes less reach
to turn and can without a truly striking stretch turn
when turning of the vehicle is required. In this manner,
we felt that to change two-wheel controlling steering
over to four-wheel planning structure so we can
vanquish the entirety of the issues that are happening
in two-wheel steering structure. Four-wheel
controlling is new progression identified with steering
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to moreover cultivate the organizing structure in fourwheel vehicles. By controlling the steering
characteristic of the entirety of the four wheels, this
amazing planning structure further makes security and
reaction at quick and diminishes driver's organizing
commitment at low speed.to accomplish positive
vehicle,
• Vehicles move adequately and are not difficult to
drive both in the city and on winding streets.
• Added perseverance deduces vehicles can be
driven securely on highways and remembering
that moving to another way.
• Quick and responsive control steering will permit
delicate controlling development.
So to defeat this issue an idea of four wheel steering
can be received in the vehicle.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The four-wheel coordinating segment is developed
with the objective that both front and rear wheel
adequately take an interest during turning, way
advancing. The four-wheel coordinating system can be
made in three extraordinary structures are:
1. Mechanical four-wheel steering
2. Hydraulically four-wheel steering
3. Electro-mechanical four-wheel controlling
Diverse mechanical based four-wheel system already
existing in vehicle is: The inclination gear is used in
the four-wheel directing segment. As two point gears
are considered, one grade gear is associated with the
directing segment of the front coordinating box and
the other inclination gear is attached to the widely
appealing shaft.
Four Wheel Steering System Kumar and Kamble
(2014) states that "At moderate speeds, the rear wheels
move in the direction of the way reverse to the front
wheels. This mode ends up being particularly useful in
case of get trucks and transports, even more so while
investigating uneven locale. It can decrease the turning
circle range by 25% and can be comparably amazing
in impeded city conditions, where U-turns and tight
streets are simplified to investigate." Lohith, Shank pal
and Gowda (2013) found that "At quick, when
controlling changes are honest, the front deals rear
wheels turn a comparable way. Subsequently, the
vehicle moves in a crab like way rather than in a
twisted manner. This movement is productive to the
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vehicle while moving to another path on a high speed
road. The removal of the transmitting sway and in
outcome the diminishing of body roll and cornering
force on the tire, chips away at the strength of the
vehicle so that control becomes less complex and
safer".
III. DESIGN AND CALCULATIONS
Design of rack and pinion
Material for rack and pinion = EN353 ALLOY STEEL
Least number of teeth for pinion
ZP=2/sin^2(outer wheel point)
ZP=2/sin^2(18.26)
ZP=20.37 = 21 Teeth
Standard stuff proportion for rack and pinion =1.5
ZR=21+1.5=31.5=32teeth
Levis Form factor Y for pinion and rack
Y= (0.154-0.912/z) for 20 degree included tooth
Yp=pi*0.154-(0.912/ZP)
=pi*0.514-(0.912/20)=0.339mm
Yr=pi*0.154-(0.912/ZR)
=pi*0.514-(0.912/30)=0.386mm
Peff . Sb >Peff
Sb = Peff * fs
Peff = Cs/Cv Pt
Cs=service factor 1.00(from information handbook for
consistent burden) Cv =velocity factor
Velocity=pi*D*N/60000 accept D=48mm and
RPM=60
=pi*48*60/60000 =0.150m/second
Cv for upto 8m/s is 3.05/3.05+V
Cv=3.05/3.05+0.150=0.95
The distracting force onthe gear (Pt) = 2∗maximum
torque no of teeth∗module = 2∗Mt/Z∗m == 3000/m
Shaft strength of stuff
(Sb) = Module*face width*maximum bowing
load*Lewis structure factor.
Sb = m*b*S *Yp
S=stress esteem compares to BHN number 200 is
412N/m^2
M=((cs/cv)*pt*fs)/b*S8Yp
M=((1.05/0.95)*3000/M*1.5/15*M*412*0.339
Module=2.36mm =2.5mm
Consequently (Dp) pitch circle measurement of pinon
=m*Z
2.5 *20 = 50mm
b (face width) = 15 *m = 37.5 mm
Check for the plan
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The viable burden on the stuff = 2∗maximum torque
no of teeth∗module ∗ Cs Cv
= 2∗30000/20∗2.5 *1.10 = 8250N
Bar strength of stuff sb
Sb= m*b*𝑆 *Yp = 2.5*37.5*412*0.34 = 13132.5 N
fs = Sb/Peff =13132.5/8250
fs=1.5
Design of pinion
Addendum(ha)
Dedendum(hf)
Pitch circle dia Dp
Face width (b)
Whole depth
Tooth thickness
Addendum circle (do)
Deddendum circle (Dc)

1*m
1.25m
M*zp
15*m
2.25*m
1.57*m
M*(2+Z)
M*(Z-2.5)

2.5mm
3.125mm
50mm
37.5mm
5.625mm
3.925mm
55mm
43.75mm

Zr*m
1*m
1.25*m
15*2.5

75mm
2.5mm
3.125mm
37.5mm

Table 1 Design of Pinion
Design of rack
D(mm)
Addendum (ha)
Dedendum(hf)
Face width

Table 2 Design of Rack
Design of shaft
Net twisting second (Mb) =√Mb12+Mb22= 327350
N-mm Hence,
𝑑 3= 16∗√Mt^2+Mb^2/3.142∗τ
Where, d= breadth of shaft Therefore width of shaft
d3=16*sqrt245514/3.14**270
d=9.65mm
From standard size of shaft select 12mm shaft
Steering force
Mass of vehicle:All out mass = 100kg
Mass on the front = 0.4*100 kg =40kg
Mass on the rear =0.6*100 kg =60kg
Corner mass front = 40/2kg =20kg
Corner mass rear = 60/2 kg =30kg
Coefficient of grinding: 0.4
Force of grinding for front =78.48N
Force of rubbing for rear =117.72N
Steering Torque Calculation
Input torque from ground (on one wheel) = force of
grinding x sidelong distance between contact patch
and head focus = 78.48*(4.5*25.4/1000) =8.97Nm
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Torque because of sidelong push from tie pole = force
on tie bar x longitudinal distance between external tie
bar end and front pivot
For front 8.97= Ft *(4*25.4/1000)
Ft=8.97/0.1016
Ft = 88.287N
Absolute force on front rack = 88.28*2 =176.57N
Span of front pinion =25mm =0.025m
Torque on front pinion =176.57*0.025=4.41Nm
Torque on steering wheel in view of front gear=4.41
Nm
Force on steering wheel = torque/span of steering
wheel
Sweep of steering wheel =5 inch=0.127 m
=4.41/0.127 =34.72 N
For rear
Information torque from ground (on one wheel) =
force of friction x horizontal distance between contact
patch and king pin
117.72*(4.5*25.4/1000)
13.45N
Torque because of sidelong push from tie pole = force
on tie bar x longitudinal distance between external tie
bar end and rear hub For Rear
13.45 = Ft*(4*25.4/1000)
Ft=117.67N.
Absolute force on rear rack = 117.67*2 =235.34 N
Range of rear pinion = 0.025m
Torque on front pinion =235.34*0.025=5.88Nm
Torque on steering wheel because of rear stuff
=5.88Nm
Force on steering wheel =5.88/0.127=46.299 N
All out steering force =34.72+ 46.299=81.01 N
IV. ANSYS ANALYSIS
3D model of four wheel steering

Fig 1. 3D Model
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Mode shapes of chassis
Total Deformation

Harmonic response of steering column and chassis

Fig 2. Mode Shape 1

Fig 7. Chassis harmonic resp 1

Fig 3. Mode Shape 2

Fig 8. Chassis harmonic resp 2

Fig 4. Mode Shape 3

Fig 9. Steering column harmonic resp 1

Fig 5. Mode Shape 4

Fig 10. Steering column harmonic resp 2
V. CONCLUSION

Fig 6. Mode Shape 5
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Four wheels steering system is incredibly significant
in low rates. From four wheels coordinating steerings
we overcome all issues and we get a fundamental
yearning yield. Thusly, the four-wheel controlling
steering has cornering limit, coordinating response,
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straight-line adequacy, way changing and low speed
portability. Regardless of the way that it is positive
over the convectional two wheel directing steering,
four-wheel controlling is a flighty and expensive. This
paper focused in on a directing system which offers
conceivable responses for different current moving
cutoff points.
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